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About This Game

After falling asleep in the cinema, you wake up in a movie you've seen so many times before. Use your detective skills to solve
the mystery of the missing film crew and finish the movie. There are strange sound waves that appear to be keeping everyone

trapped in this cryptic world.
Maybe these sound waves are your way out! Explore the diverse world of Shutterville, inspired by horror B-movies.

More than 80 game scenes

21 mini games

New silhouette matching mode

Original soundtrack
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Title: Showing Tonight: Mindhunters Incident
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
phime studio LLC
Publisher:
phime studio LLC
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8.1, 10

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space
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Please put in a invert mouse option!!! Fun but I am an inverted mouse player..... Very minimalistic. 4 minutes for 100%
achievements. Not much of a game but the dev is honest about it at least. At least it's cheap.. Superfun game in a world full of
weird creatures and crazy events.
What could be better than weird and crazy fun?
The challenge to survive it.

Permadeath is the best, wondering if you will ever git gud, and then actually doing good.
Very rewarding, and double the fun.
Love your game Jamie!. Good game, but not something I would play for hours on end. I made the mistake of not playing any of
the tutorial levels so I had no idea what I was doing at certain points in the campaign. Should've gone to specsavers.. The first
Super Seducer was a masterpiece. Took itself seriously, but with a couple jokes and humor thrown in. The 2nd, not so good. If
you loved #1 as much as I did, don't get this one. It's just cringy and bad jokes after bad jokes. I'm seriously disappointed. I
thought it would be as "serious" as the 1st one was.

EDIT: After speaking with Richard, the game's creator, I understand more the reasons SS2 is made the way it is. I am not
changing my review, but I understand. I hope SS3 will go back to how SS1 was, or at least a mix of both.. Good game. Nice
Graphics just like a Retro.. Review is currently based on my first time playing, single player in desktop mode.

Simplistic dungeon runner game.
Either try to run like hell or fight your way through.

Does not appear to be a ton of depth behind it, but I only made it to level 4 and completed two runs.
Currently only four weapons to choose from, would love to see upgrades and new weapon types!
Character leveling is linear and Im not exactly sure what you get for leveling up.

Cant say I would buy it again at the current price.
Like a lot of these games, the potential is there... just keep going with it!

I am excited to try the boss battles in VR though!
Will update my review afterwards.
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In the current state, I cannot reccomend this game due to performance issues of constant frame drops making the game
unplayable.

Supposedly a prior patch fixed this issue but it hasn't on my computer. The game has problems running on 144hz monitors.

I would not reccomend this until they fix the frame rate bug.. Enjoyable rogue like adventure game. Gets you straight into the
action. Some indie puzzle games often tend to walk the fine line between being truly thoughtful and provacative or just waxing
philosophical. This game strives to make a thoughtful point and make the player think about the game world they are interacting
with, but it fell flat for me in the end and instead of finishing the game with a new thought to grapple with, I just finished the
game a little underwhelmed.

I do not want to give spoilers so I can not go into the specifics of why I was left unimpressed with the ending, but in a nut shell I
just felt a little cheated. The main protagonist of this game is constantly talking about the signifigance of every moment, every
nook and cranny that he could talk about in this game but all of the talk just ends up at a very obvious point with little reason to
think more on it. Now I do not judge every game I play based on its theme, but the theme is so central to this game because
there is little else.

The game is short. It took me two hours to complete and if I was a little smarter it probably would have taken less, if I was a
little dumber though it could have maybe been three hours. Some of the puzzles in the game are challenging and some are just
downright clever (or even cruel!). But the ways you can interact with the world are very limited. You can either stare at things,
walk on things, or occasionally twist and press things with the interaction key. To be fair, they switched up how you would use
these mechanics quite often. But these mechanics rarely excited me. Cool things would happen as a result of your stares and
presses, but l always felt like I was just tinkering with a machine rather than really calculating the solution to a puzzle. So the
short amount of time I did spend with the game was done listening to empty philosophey and poking and prodding my way
through an environment until something happened.

But one thing this game does right is presentation. My God, is this game breath taking! It has very few graphics options, but if
you are going to buy this game in the first place, it is because you saw the screenshots and want to see how this game runs on
your beast gaming rig. For the most part it runs smoothly (especially if you turn off AA) and always looks amazing. I do not
remember one bad texture or one scene where I was not impressed by the art direction of this game. Another part of the
presentation that was done well was the voice acting. I may not have felt the script had much substance but it was performed
with care and energy. Same with the soundtrack, the music was sometimes a tad creepy, sometimes really majestic. The
soundtrack was varied and always set a good tone.

So I really wanted to like this game, but going around corners to see the next area always felt more rewarding than solving the
puzzles, and the constent babble was well performed but lacked meaning to me. I would not recommend this game unless you
really are looking for a new desktop background and refuse to use google. But I appreciate the care that the developers put into
making this game and know that there is enough good stuff here to make me look at the next thing they create.

. Much like QP Shooting - Dangerous!! in terms of its mechanics and how it plays. The only real difference I have seen thus far
is that the main character is obsessed with christmas rather than pudding.

Hooray bullet hell?. If I got captured and was forced to play one mediocre game, I'd choose this one. 6/10. Can't beleive I
waited for a sale to get this gem, 120% worth its full price. Graphics are awesome, no bug, no lag and the depth of the story...
just wow. Just finished the main story and I feel empty not knowing what do to next. I want to thanks the devs for giving me
such an amazing experience and i cant wait for a sequel.

thanks again. I bought this game as a twitter recommendation from the designer of Stephen's Sausage Roll. And boy! This is
truly an underated gem. The game is pretty old school with the numpad for eight-directional movement and a fully voice acted
story. However, the design is top notch. The game has you playing as Beethro, a guy with a sword searching for his nephew. On
the way you fight bugs, gramble, bats, and all sorts of bizarre creatures.

Beethro and his sword take up a single square each (kind of like SSR) and you can rotate the sword clockwise or
counterclockwise around him. Just this litle detail is hugely consequential to the gameplay interacting with the funky movement
controls in interseting ways. It allows Beethro distance between himself and his targets and significant reach when killing tricky
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enemies. Like you can reach a bug two squares away (in some cardinal direction) by pointing your sword diagonally and moving
perpendicular to your sword. It's not a move that is possible now-a-days with the consensus among puzzle designers to have only
the arrow keys for movement.

Aesthetically, the design of the puzzles introduce new mechanical ideas in almost every puzzle. For example, there are snakes in
the game. But there are three colors of snake. Blue snakes require you to hit their tail. Red snakes need to be obstructed to be
destroyed. And green snakes need to be hit in the head or could be obstructed. Then there are green soldiers and stone soldiers;
bugs and queens; bats and worms; and so forth. This diverges quite substantially from modern puzzle games that aim to
minimize the amount of extraneous elements. What results is a tapestry of ideas, that while not as focused, is astounding
nonetheless.

I haven't finished the game as it is quite long but just had to write this review. If you like puzzle games, this is a must play. A
classic but surprisingly fresh take on puzzle combat.. First things first: I recommend this game. Buy it now. It's cheap, it's
unique, it's wholeheartedly retro.

But therein may also lay its biggest drawback - the power-up system. While a 1-button control scheme and a Gradius like power-
up system might be retro to the core, that doesn't mean it is nice. It never was, not even back then. So, be prepared to struggle
with the power-up system, to curse it, to cuss at it.

If you manage to overcome this, you will have a lot of fun, with this very unique exploration style little shmup. Wait, did I say
little? This game is HUGE. After 10 hours of playtime I only had 15 % of the map conquered and it really started to get tough.
You definitely get your money's worth with this game. Oh and never mind that it also features gorgeous ZX-Spectrum inspired
graphics, as well as a great soundtrack. Combined with its sense of humor you really have an engaging experience for people
who are really into old games.. Own a vive and want to play a good platformer on it? Buy this.

Now with VR support. Already an excellent platformer and you should see the reviews why, and now with VR support as an
update; the 3ds version can only dream of being this immersive. Looking around and seeing the whole stage, being able to see
depth, can help knowing when the cast the hook. Frame rate is VR spec.

Note: the moment you start the game, press start to reset the view to your default head position, VR dimension settings can be
adjusted in the options menu, such as scale of the area.

Kinda cute moving you head around and looking at the characters and mobs on screen.
. Aces of the Galaxy is a competent game that gets on my nerves. Aces reveals console-port-itus by making it impossible to
change the controls ingame, and if you have a 360 controller hooked up expect to get lots of rumble you can't do anything about.
I was attracted to Aces because it looks and plays a bit like Rez HD. You can move side to side and dodge, but you have no
ability to change your path. When executed well, this can be alot of fun. However, shooting in Aces is accomplished by clicking
the mouse button instead of holding it. Within the first few minutes of play, I encountered swarms of enemies, and I do mean
swarms. You can fire missiles by holding the right mouse button and dragging it over your enemies, but the recharge for this
ability encourages you to click away with your guns, and this quickly becomes a pain.
Outside of gameplay, two more issues quickly made the experience intolerable. Firstly, the majority of the enemies arn't well-
differentiated from the background, the shots they fire back at you, or thier own vapor trails. The result is an incredibly busy,
confusing, and deadly mess, and that's before you start adding your own shots to the mix. Secondly, I quickly encontered a piece
of music that was ear-splittingly painful, and while I could certainly turn off all the music, I really don't see the point of playing
a game like this without decent beats.
This is obviously a subjective review, so I encourage you to examine other sources.
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